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Summary: They are already at work on the successor to HDTV: UHDV.
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Remember the Osborn? Or was it the Osborne? Actually, I knew it existed, but didn´t care. This

Flash forward and we are upon the reverse engineered UFO goodies. Oh, wait, no, that´s not exa
It´s the dawning of the age of Aquarius, age of Aquarius, Ah QUAR EEEE USSS. Um, no, that was
It´s the age of $3 US Gas. Not a good milestone.

The age of HDTV!!! Remember when ˆhigh definition˜ included the terms ˆstems and seeds?˜ You d

No, this is about High Definition TELEVISION. Personally, I feel the word TELEVISON is so. Fif

Don´t put your ear directly on the high tech train tracks, then, because there´s another train
UHDV is in the pipeline. On the track. In the lab. In the electron wind. Want to guess? Time´s

Remember the movie where they invent this skull cap that would capture your emotions and immed
Donald Trump will be able to see how bad his hair looks like never before.
UHDV features 33 million pixels with a 60 frame-per-second (fps) progressive scan format.
NHK, the Japanese broadcasting giant who had HDTV in the 1980s is behind the UHDV format, but
With 32 times the bandwidth demands of HDTV, UHDV would be prohibitive for today´s broadcast,
How real?
NHK cobbled together a custom camera of four CCD image sensors; then to show the output built

And speakers? UHDV offers 24-channel sound, or 22.2, containing vertically arrayed surround so

The format, according to NHK, is not so much intended for home use as for museums, public spac

Once upon a time there was SHOWSCAN. Special effects pioneer Douglas Trumbull had his demo uni

The equipment and the Showscan Film Process of producing and projecting Showscan films are jus
I can´t remember the specs but it was scarily real, 3-D, multi channel and way ahead of multi

Today the company´s simulation and specialty theatres are open or under construction in 24 cou
If NHK can even come close, well
Enjoy your puny HDTV now while you can, citizen.
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